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Summary

❖ Introduction

❖ Ontology

✓Definition

✓What are ontologies for?

✓Use of ontologies

✓Main ideas

✓Difficulties

✓ Semantic Web languages

✓ Ontologies for heterogeneous systems interoperability

✓ Demonstration

from [Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy]
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Introduction
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❖ The term “Ontology” originated from the Metaphysics branch 
of Philosophy

❖ In Philosophy

✓ It tried to answer questions like:

➢What is being? What characterizes being?

➢What is there? What is it like?

✓Deals with the nature and organization of things trying to 
explain the nature of being and the world

✓ Tries to clarify the fundamental notions by which people 
understand the world

from [Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy]



Introduction

❖ In Computer Science

✓ Is an artefact composed of:

➢Vocabulary to describe a given domain:

o Concepts

o Relations between concepts

➢Constraints to capture additional knowledge, using and 
extending the vocabulary

❖ E.g. (http://protege.stanford.edu/ontologies/pizza/pizza.owl):

✓ Concepts: Food, Pizza, PizzaBase

✓ Relations: hasBase

✓ Constraint: Pizza is the concept of whose members are Food
that hasBase some PizzaBase members
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http://protege.stanford.edu/ontologies/pizza/pizza.owl


Ontology - Definition

“Ontology is a formal and explicit specification of a shared
conceptualization”

❖ Formal: machine-readable, excluding therefore the natural 
language-based ontologies

❖ Explicit: ontology’s entities are clearly distinguished and 
interrelated

❖ Specification: tangible/embodied existence, using a specific 
construction artifact like an ontology representation language

❖ Shared: captures consensual knowledge, which means that it is not 
private to some individual, but accepted by a group, referred as 
information community

❖ Conceptualization: an abstract, cognitive model of some domain
[Studer et al., 1998]
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Ontology - Definition
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Concept

Form Referent

activates Relates to

Stands for

“Tank” ?

Describes the semantics of data

Adapted from [Ogden, Richards, 1923]



Ontology - What are ontologies for?

❖ Share a common understanding of information structure among

✓ People

✓ Software agents

✓ People and software agents

❖ Enable the reuse of domain knowledge

✓ Avoids “re-inventing the wheel”

✓ Introduces standards to promote interoperability

❖ Make domain assumption explicit

✓ Easier to change domain assumptions (as generic knowledge base)

✓ Easier to understand and update legacy data

❖ Separate domain from operational knowledge

✓ Re-use domain and operational knowledge apart

➢e.g., configuration based on constraints

based on “A Practical Introduction to Ontologies & OWL”; Alan Rector, University of Manchester; 2005
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Ontology - Use of ontologies

According to [Gruninger & Lee, 2002, p. 40], the use of ontologies can be 
summarized as: “…

❖ for communication

✓ between implemented computational systems

✓ between humans

✓ between humans and implemented computational systems

❖ for computational inference

✓ for internally representing plans and manipulating plans and planning 
information

✓ for analyzing the internal structures, algorithms, inputs and outputs of 
implemented systems in theoretical and conceptual terms

❖ for reuse (and organization) of knowledge

✓ for structuring or organizing libraries or repositories of plans and 
planning and domain information.”
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Ontology - Main ideas

❖ Content sharing is needed

✓ Among humans and software agents

✓ Humans need help to cope with information overload promoted by 
social collaboration

❖ Heterogeneity is seen as a feature, not a bug

❖ Consensus (agreement) is more important than truth

❖ Semantic is our friend

❖ Different semantic sharing models

✓ Ontologies are a good commitment when machine work close to the 
human conceptual level
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Ontology - Difficulties

❖ Adoption

✓ Choose the most appropriate ontology

✓ Apply it correctly

✓ Generate instances from databases

❖ Development

✓ Select the right characteristics

✓ Capture Consensus and Truth

✓ Develop correctly

✓ Relations with other ontologies

➢Mapping

➢Assembling

➢Merging

❖ Maintenance
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Ontology - Semantic Web languages
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❖ Data languages

✓ XML

✓ RDF

❖ Query languages

✓ SPARQL

❖ Ontology languages

❖ RDFS

❖ DAML

❖ OIL

❖ DAML+OIL

❖ OWL



Ontologies for heterogeneous systems 
interoperability
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AiD-EM - Adaptive Decision Support for Electricity Markets negotiations

MASCEM - Multi-Agent Simulator of Competitive Electricity Markets

MASGriP - Multi-Agent Smart Grid Platform

IDeSMAS - Intelligence and Decision Support Multi-Agent System 

PLCMAS - Programmable Logic Control Multi-Agent System 



Ontologies for heterogeneous systems 
interoperability
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Semantic Interoperability for Heterogeneous Multi-Agent Systems in the scope of Energy and 
Power Systems 1

3

Electricity Markets Ontology (EMO)

Publicly available at http://www.mascem.gecad.isep.ipp.pt/ontologies

http://www.mascem.gecad.isep.ipp.pt/ontologies


Ontologies for heterogeneous systems 
interoperability
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Smart Energy Aware Systems (SEAS) Ontology https://itea3.org/project/seas.html

Publicly available at https://w3id.org/seas

https://itea3.org/project/seas.html
https://w3id.org/seas


Ontologies for heterogeneous systems 
interoperability
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Smart Appliances REFerence (SAREF) Ontology

Publicly available at https://w3id.org/saref

https://w3id.org/seas


Demonstration
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Semantic communications

Producer

Consumer

Prosumer

Utility Grid

BRP

Connection to the Utility Grid❖ Daily Energy Balance Simulation

✓ 1 Balance Responsible Party 
(BRP)

✓ 3 Player
✓ Consumer

✓ Prosumer

✓ Producer

✓ Ontologies 
✓ Register BRP

✓ Energy Balance



Demonstration
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Semantic communications

Producer

Consumer

Prosumer

Utility Grid

BRP

Connection to the Utility Grid❖ Energy Balance (EB)

✓ EB = Consumption –
Generation + Grid

✓ EB = 0

✓ Grid = Generation -
Consumption 



Demonstration
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❖ Register Balance Responsible Party (RBRP) Ontology

Literal

Register request
Registration 
acceptance

Registration 
decline

Decline reason

agent name

language

ontology

service type

Literal

Literal

Literal

language
ontology

Literal Literal

decline reason

Missing required 
data reason

Misfit reason

extendsextends

Publicly available at http://www.gecad.isep.ipp.pt/AAMAS2021-Tutorial-CPMAS/mascd/1.0/register-brp.ttl

http://www.gecad.isep.ipp.pt/AAMAS2021-Tutorial-CPMAS/mascd/1.0/register-brp.ttl


Demonstration
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❖ Energy Balance Ontology (EBO)

Hourly energy 
balance request

Hourly energy 
balance response

Hourly power
requests for responds with

Hourly consumption 
request

Hourly consumption 
response

Hourly generation 
request

Hourly generation 
response

Hourly consumption

Hourly generation

Hourly balance Hourly grid

extends extendsextends

requests for

requests for responds with

responds with

hourly period hourly power unit

unsigned short {“Wh” , “kWh”, “MWh”}

value

unsigned short

Publicly available at http://www.gecad.isep.ipp.pt/AAMAS2021-Tutorial-CPMAS/mascd/1.0/energy-balance.ttl

extendsextends

extends

http://www.gecad.isep.ipp.pt/AAMAS2021-Tutorial-CPMAS/mascd/1.0/register-brp.ttl


Demonstration
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❖ SPARQL Update template  to create a ‘Register request’ with

❖ Prosumer’s ‘Register request’



Demonstration
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❖ SPARQL Query to validate a ‘Register request’

❖ SPARQL Query to get ‘Register request’ data as JSON 



Demonstration
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❖ SPARQL Update template to create a ‘Register acceptance’

❖ Prosumer’s ‘Register acceptance’ 



Demonstration
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❖ SPARQL Update template to create an ‘Hourly consumption request’

❖ ‘Hourly consumption request’ for hourly period 16



Demonstration
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❖ SPARQL Query to validate if is an ‘Hourly consumption request’

❖ SPARQL query to get ‘Hourly consumption request’ data as JSON



Demonstration
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❖ SPARQL Update template to create an ‘Hourly consumption response’

❖ Prosumer’s ‘Hourly consumption response’



Demonstration
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❖ Live demo
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Thank you

Please contact me for any questions or 

comments

gajls@isep.ipp.pt

https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=

aezKiRUAAAAJ&hl=pt-PT

mailto:gajls@isep.ipp.pt
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=aezKiRUAAAAJ&hl=pt-PT
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